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Abstract 

Matching tasks with nodes resources is an essential issue in edge computing scenarios. 
A task and resource matching mechanism based on the Firework model is proposed in 
this paper. Firstly, a Firework view is adopted to search resources to meet the function 
requirements of the tasks. Then, tasks are subcontracted based on task correlation and 
resources. Finally, to match the optimal edge computing node resources for each task 
package, the matching degree between task packages and resources is calculated by 
constructing three-dimensional space distance. The research results show that the 
proposed mechanism can effectively reduce task execution time and prove the 
effectiveness of the mechanism by evenly distributing tasks to multiple nodes for 
coordinated execution. 
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1. Introduction 

With the development of computers and wireless communication technologies, network edge devices 

have sufficient computing power to implement local processing of source data. Moreover, they can 

handle some calculation operations according to practical needs, such as storage, caching, analysis, 

and transmission of data [1]. The architecture of the edge computing network is shown in Figure 1. 

The interconnection data links are omitted in the access layer nodes, in the core layer nodes, and 

between the access layer nodes and the data center. The Internet of Things (IoT) devices with some 

network and computing resources can be used as Edge Computing Node (ECN) [2]. For example, 

network nodes at the access layer (user equipment, smart street lights, etc) and these at the core layer 

(edge gateways, edge controllers, etc). The edge computing network has a large number of ECN. 

However, the resources in a single ECN are usually limited, which can only provide a small amount 

of storage and light-weight calculations. When the task has a large amount of computation or resource 

demands, it is necessary to assign tasks to multiple ECNs for collaborative execution. Besides, ECN 

has the feature of heterogeneity, and platforms and resources are not the same, which is easy to cause 

imbalance during task distribution. 

Therefore, in order to improve execution efficiency, the reasonable selection of ECNs and the 

balanced assignment of tasks to multiple ECNs with different resources have become a research 

hotspot in edge computing networks. Firework [2] is a distributed data processing and programming 

model based on edge computing, which can manage decentralized ECNs and distribute multiple 

subtasks to ECNs. The essence of task distribution in edge computing networks is the matching of 

tasks and ECN resources. A Firework-based Task and Resource Matching (FTRM) mechanism is 

proposed in this paper. The FTRM mechanism calculates the matching degree of task and resources 
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by the three-dimensional spatial distance, which improves the efficiency of task execution and the 

resource utilization of network edge. 

Core Layer

Data Center

Edge Gateway Edge Controller

Smart Car

Smart Street LightUser Host

User Terminal

Access Layer

 

Figure 1. The architecture of edge computing network 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We introduce the related work about task matching in 

section 2. Section 3 describes and defines the related problem. In section 4, we design the mechanism 

of FTRM, include the searching of resource, the package of task and calculate the matching degree. 

Section 5 is the experiment, and we draw conclusions in section 6. 

2. Related work 

Researchers at home and abroad have done many works about the matching of tasks and resources. 

Li et al. 错误!未找到引用源。  proposed a bilateral matching model about complex product 

manufacturing tasks and online manufacturing resources in the cloud manufacturing platform. 

Albalawi et al. [3] studied the effect on task matching in grid computing based on particle swarm 

algorithm (PSO) communication topologies. JIN et al. [6] proposed a matching algorithm for combat 

tasks and platform resources according to the cuckoo search (CS) and multi-priority list dynamic 

programming (MPLDS) algorithms. The algorithm decreased the time of mission completion and 

improved resource utilization. Through quantifying the product development knowledge, Chen et al. 

[7] studied the matching of tasks and personnel in the process of product development based on 

knowledge matching and knowledge similarity. Ren et al. [9] represented a matching model based on 

task competition and resource coordination for complex manufacturing tasks. Cheng et al. [10] 

studied the task matching and resource matching for cloud convergence. 

However, there are few kinds of literature on task and resource matching in the edge computing 

network. Kiani et al. [11] put forward a cloud layered model, designed in terminal devices, edge 

layers, and cloud layers, which provided resources for tasks in the way of maximizing profits based 

on the auction. Ji et al. [12] studied task distribution and resource scheduling of multi-UAV 

collaborative operations under edge computing. The operating system of UAV formation can 

complete all tasks at the edge without relying on the cloud. Deng et al. [13] studied the coordination 

resources in edge computing based on comprehensive trust. They proposed a mobile resource 

awareness scheduling algorithm (MRAS) for mobile edge devices. Quan et al. [14] proposed a 

Firework-based programming framework, which can achieve task and resource matching in edge 

computing networks.  
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Firework can call the resources and functions of edge computing nodes in a centralized way. It can 

also process the data at the edge network in a distributed manner. The Firework model is suitable for 

handling the matching of tasks with resources for the ECN community. Based on the above, a task 

and resource matching mechanism based on Firework is designed, which improves the efficiency of 

task execution for the ECN group. The mechanism makes multiple ECNs cooperate to complete the 

processing of tasks with high resource requirements. 

3. Problem description and definition 

The ECN of the core layer in Figure 1 above is used as the ECN.Manager, and the ECN of the access 

layer is used as ECN.Node. The task request under the cloud computing model comes from the data 

center, and the task request in the edge computing network can be initiated by any node, for example, 

ECN.Node sends a request to ECN.Manager to find a missing person, which will generate a large 

number of collection and recognition tasks about pictures and video at the edge network. Then, 

ECN.Manager assigns tasks to multiple ECN.Nodes to cooperate with the search task completely. 

Compared with cloud servers, ECNs have limited resources, and their distribution is scattered. The 

available resources of ECN do not match the resource requirements of the task. Thus, the best solution 

is to assign a set of tasks to multiple ECNs. The modeled edge computing network is shown in Figure 

2.  

Data center

ECN.Manager

ECN.Node

 
Figure 2. Edge computing network model 

Each task requires a set of resource in the edge computing network, and each ECN has a set of 

available resources as well. The platforms and functions of ECN are heterogeneous, and it is 

necessary to consider whether the functions of ECN can meet the functional requirements of the task. 

The task E  is consisted of a set of subtasks  phi eeee ,,,,,,1  . Where p is the number of 

subtasks, ie  and he  represent two different subtasks, }  ,,2,1{, hiphi   . 

Definition 1: task execution time. We presume that the request time of E is 
reqT , and the completion 

time is comT . Then, the execution time T  is the difference between comT  and 
reqT , as shown in 

equation (1). 

 reqcom TTT                                  (1) 

Definition 2: task properties. The properties of subtasks ie  include raw data set 
ieD , functional 

requirements set 
ieF , memory resources demand 

ieM , Storage resource demand 
ieS .  

ieD  refers to the target pursued by ie  or the raw data to be calculated and processed. For example, 

ie  is a search task of person or vehicle, and 
ieD  is the target person or license plate. ie  is the 

calculation and processing task to data, then 
ieD is the data to be calculated and processed. The set 
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of functional requirements for E  is represented by EF . EF  is the union of the functional 

requirements of all subtasks, as shown in equation (2).  

peeeE FFFF  
21

                            (2) 

Similarly, there is a set N  consisting of a set of ECNs  110 ,,,,, qj nnnn  . Where q  is the 

number of nodes, and 
jn  is a node, 1,,1,0  qj  . 0n  Respects the ECN.Manager, and other 

nodes indicate ECN.Node. N  represents an area composed of the ECN.Manager and its associated 

ECN.Nodes.  

Definition 3: ECN properties. The properties of 
jn  include data set 

jnD , functions set 
jnF , CPU 

resource utilization 
jnC , available memory resources 

jnM  and available storage resources 
jnS . 

jnD  and 
jnF  are bound in the ECN, and 

jnF  is the ability to handle 
jnD  locally. For example, 

smart street light nodes can collect image data about road scenes and identify them locally [15]. CPU 

resources have the feature of loosely constrain, which can be overloaded. While the memory and 

storage resources are mandatory constraints, and cannot be exceeded.   represents the CPU 

resource utilization of N  nodes. Standard deviation is expressed by  . The smaller the  , the 

more balanced the task distribution among the nodes.  
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In order to minimize the execution time of task, the task is balanced distributed to the ECNs. At the 

same time, an optimal 
jn  is matched to ie . Therefore, the optimization goals and constraints are 

shown in equation (4). 
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4. FTRM mechanism design 

According to the edge computing network and Firework model, the edge computing management 

node is registered as Firework.Manager, and the edge computing ordinary node as Firework.Node. 

Firework.Manager is used to execute task matching calculations and formulate task matching 

schemes. And the Firework.Node performs matching tasks. Firework.Manager has a view of the 

entire Firework model, regarded as Firework.View. Each Firework.Node has a Node.View that 

describes the Node's resource information, data set, and functions set, and an interface to interact with 

Firework.Manager. After a node is registered at a Firework.Manager, the Firework.Manager can see 

its Node.View. Firework.Manager consider the Node.View of nodes, and then assign the task to the 

appropriate node to execute. The node that receives the task will call the local functions and resources 

to perform the task matching. The ECNs are registered as a Firework, as shown in Figure 3Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. The ECNs are registered as a Firework 

4.1 The searching of resource 

In the firework model, resource information, data sets, and functions of each Firework.Node are 

provided to the Firework.Manager in the form of interfaces. Firework.Manager accesses the node 

based on firework.view to get the node's node.view, then searches for the node that meets the 

functional requirements EF  of the task E . These nodes form the resource matrix R .  
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Where m  represents the number of nodes, and v  represents any node in  satisfying the functional 

requirements EF  in N . v  has the same properties as in , as shown in equation (6). 
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Where RS  represents the total available storage resources of the resource matrix R . From equations 

(5) and (6), the CPU utilization matrix CR  and available resources matrix MSR  can be obtained, as 

shown in equations (8) and (9). 
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4.2 The package of task 

Task packaging is the process of subtasks combination outsourcing according to task correlation 

among subtasks. Assigning subtasks that require data interaction to the same node for execution 

reduces data transfer. 

Definition 4: Task correlation between subtasks 
hiA ,
. If the execution result of ie  is the input of 

he , the two subtasks have task correlation, that is 1, hiA . Conversely, there is no correlation between 

the two tasks means 0, hiA . 
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Definition 5: Task-related group   which is the set of subtasks in task E  that have task correlation. 

The number of subtasks contained in   is w , the memory resource requirement of   is M , and 

the storage resource requirement of   is S . 

pwAEehiEeee hiihhi ,,3,2},1,,,  ,,{ ,               (11) 
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In addition, if subtask ie  in E  has no task correlation with all other subtasks, then subtask ie  is 

treated as a task-related group   with only one element, as shown in equation (13). At this time 

ieMM 
，

ieSS 
.  

1},0 ,,,  { ,  wAEehiEee hihii                  (13) 

The set of all task-related groups is represented by Λ , as shown in equation (14). 
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Where 
  represents any task-related group,   represents the total number of task-related groups , 

and uw  represents the number of elements of 
 . The sum of all the task-related group elements is 

equal to the total number p  of subtasks of task E . 
S  represents the storage resource demand of 

 , and S  represents the storage resource demand of Λ . 

Definition 6: Task packet  . Task package   is a collection of multiple task-related groups, whose 

memory resource requirements are represented by M , and storage resource requirements are 

represented by S .  

When the number of available resource nodes is less than the number of task-related groups, task-

related groups need to be further composed into task packages. The constraint strength of storage 

resources is higher than that of memory resources, which are mainly long-term storage of data, and 

the main role of memory resources is data buffering and caching [16]. Task related groups are 

converted into task package   according to the proportion of available storage resources of node 

 , as shown in equation (15). 

mS
S

S
S

R

    ,,}  {                        (15) 

When the number of available resource nodes is greater than or equal to the number of task-related 

groups, each task-related group matches a node.  

m  ,,                             (16) 

Task packages are constituted into task package matrix Γ  according to the size of storage resource 

requirements, as shown in equation (17). 
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Where, u  represents any task package, 1u  represents the next item of u . When u  is the last 

term l , it means that the value of 
u

S
 is the smallest. The resource demand matrix MSΓ  obtained 

from definitions 6 and (17) is shown in equation (18). 
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MSΓ                    (18) 

The task partitioning process is shown in Figure 4. 

Divide task E into task-related groups λ based 

on task correlation Ai,h between subtasks e 

Convert λ to a task package matrix Γ according to the 

proportion of nodes' available storage resources  

Input E={e1, ,ei, ,eh, ,ep}

The number of task-related groups ε

the number of resource nodes m？

Convert λ to a task package 

matrix Γ according to the  

storage resource requirements

Output task package matrix Γ=[α1, ,αu, ,αl]
T

Y

N

 

Figure 4. Process of task partitioning 

4.3 Calculate the matching degree 

Each row 
u

M
 and 

u
S

 in the resource requirements matrix MSΓ  represents the resource 

requirements for a task package u . Each row 
v

M
 and 

v
S

 in the available resources matrix MSR  

represents the available resources for a node v . Task matching refers to using parameters C, B and 

D to calculate the matching degree between task packages and nodes, and matching a task execution 

node for each task package. As shown in Figure 5, the matching degree 
vu ,  of u  and v  is 

represented by the linear distance between point ),,(, zyxA vu
 and the origin O .  

x

y

z

Au,v ( x,y,z )

 

Figure 5. Process of task partitioning 

In the figure, the x-axis represents the difference between the available memory resource 
v

M
 of 

node v  and the memory resource requirement 
u

M
 of task package u . The y-axis represents 
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the difference between the available storage resource 
v

S
 of node v  and the storage resource 

requirement 
u

S
 of task package u . The z-axis represents the CPU utilization 

v
C

 of node v . 

The smaller the value of 
vu , , the higher the matching degree between task package u  and node 

v . The node with the highest matching degree to the task package u  executes this task package. 
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The task packages in the task package matrix Γ  have been arranged from large to small in order of 

storage resource requirements. Next, we match the tasks with large resource requirements in order of 

priority. Firstly, select a task package u , calculate the matching degree 
vu ,  between u  and each 

node v , and select the node with the minimum 
vu ,  value as the execution node of u . If the 

matching degree of 
vu ,  between u  and a , and the matching degree of 

bu ,  between u  and 

b , are the same, then 
a

C
 and 

b
C

 should be compared first and node with small value should be 

selected. In this way, tasks are assigned to relatively idle nodes, so that the tasks of each node are 

more balanced. If the values of 
a

C
 and 

b
C

 are the same, then we need to compare 
a

M 
 and 

b
M

 

and select the nodes with small values, so that the task can allocate the available storage resources to 

the nodes closer to the task requirements so as to improve the resource utilization. Finally, the node 

v  successfully matched by task package u  is moved out of the resource matrix R , then CR  and 

MSR  should be updated. Repeat this steps above to match a node for each remaining task package. 

The matching result matrix Δ  is shown in equation (21).  

 
 T

21 lu   Δ                       (21) 

Where 
u  represents the node that u  will eventually match, which means, u  will be assigned 

to 
u  for execution. The pseudo-code of this part is as follows: 

Input: Task packages resource demand ΓMS, CPU utilization RC, ECN available resources RMS. 

Output: Matching result Δ. 

1.Init Δ,Φ, u, v; //Φ is used to save calculated match, u is the ID of the task package α, v is the ID of ECN β. 

2.FOR u<αTotal      //There are still no matching α. 

3. MatchingResources(ΓMS[u]);   //Matching resources for row u+1 resource requirements of ΓMS. 

4.  FOR v<βTotal     // βTotal is the total number of rows of the resources. 

5.   Φ[v]=MatchCalculation(ΓMS[u], RMS[v], RC[v]); //Calculate the matching degree. 

6.   v++;      //Matches the next set of resources. 

7.  END FOR 

8.  Δ[u]=SelectECN(Φ, RMS, RC); //Select nodes based on matching and resources, and save to Δ. 

9.  u++;       //Match resources for the next α. 

10.  Update(RC, RMS);    //Remove nodes assigned to tasks, and update resources. 

11.END FOR 

12.RETURN Δ; 

In this mechanism, the resource matrix R  is formed by searching the node   satisfying EF  

through the Firework.View, and then the task is divided into several task packages   to form the 
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task package matrix Γ  according to the R  and 
hiA ,
. Then, the matching degree 

vu ,  between task 

packet u  and each node v  in the resource matrix was calculated through the three-dimensional 

space distance, and one node was matched for each  . Finally, the task is assigned to the node for 

execution and the available resources of the node are synchronously updated. The flow of the FTRM 

mechanism is shown in Figure 6. 

Begain

Firework.Manager received a task request 

E={e1, ,ei, ,ep}

Search for nodes that meet the functional requirements FE of 

the task E by Firework.View to form a resource matrix R

Task subcontracting to form the task package 

matrix Γ according to the R and Ai,h

Calculate the matching degree ϕu,v between αu in Γ and βv in R, match a node 

for each task package and record it in the matching result matrix Δ

Assign tasks to nodes for execution according to Δ, and 

update nodes available resources synchronously

End
 

Figure 6. The flow of the FTRM mechanism 

5. Experiment 

5.1 Experimental environment 

Set up 5 virtual machines to simulate 5 ECNs in the edge computing network. Due to insufficient 

memory resources of a single host, multiple hosts in the local area network were used. One of the 

nodes is set as Firework.manager, and the other 4 are set as Firework.Nodes. The configuration of 

each node of the Firework model is shown in Table 1. 

Table 1. Configuration of each node of the Firework 

Host name Node type IP RAM(GB) Disk(GB) 

Manager Firework. Manager 192.168.136.66 2 40 

Node1 Firework.Node 192.168.136.67 1 30 

Node2 Firework.Node 192.168.136.68 4 50 

Node3 Firework.Node 192.168.136.69 4 50 

Node4 Firework.Node 192.168.136.70 8 100 

5.2 Experimental results 

The purpose of the experiment is to observe the task time consumption and CPU resource 

consumption of each node, when the task is performed by a single node without task matching and 

assigned to multiple nodes for execution through the FTRM mechanism. The task selected in the 

experiment is the license plate recognition task and 5 sets of data are set. The number of license plates 

to be recognized in each group is 300, 500, 1000, 2000, 3000. The experimental results are shown in 

Figure 7 and Figure 8. 
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Figure 7. The Number of recognized pictures and time 

 

Figure 8. Nodes’ CPU utilization and standard deviation σ 

The experimental results show that the larger the number of recognition, the more obvious the 

advantage of distributing tasks to multiple nodes for execution through the FTRM mechanism. When 

the number of recognition reaches 3,000, the multi-nodes recognition speed using the FTRM 

mechanism is about 10 times faster than the single-node recognition speed. This is mainly because 

the CPU and memory resources of a single node are limited, and the memory consumption of each 

node is much smaller than the single node execution memory consumption when tasks are evenly 

distributed to multiple nodes for execution. After using the FTRM mechanism for task matching, the 

standard variance of the CPU utilization of the node group is reduced by more than 8 times than when 

a single node performs the task, and the tasks of each node are more balanced. 

6. Conclusion 

In order to solve the problem that the task execution efficiency of a single node in the edge computing 

network is not high enough, an FTRM mechanism is proposed to allocate the task to multiple nodes 

for execution. The experimental environment of the Firework model was set up, and the proposed 

mechanism was tested by the license plate recognition task. The test results show that the mechanism 

can effectively reduce task execution time and prove the effectiveness of the mechanism by evenly 

distributing tasks to multiple nodes for coordinated execution. For a future work, the task coordination 
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of the edge computing node group will be studied, such as data synchronization and calculation results 

fusion between nodes. 
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